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Cancers are likely to produce an immediate and noticeable
effect on nutrition due to the role of the GI tract in ingestion,
digestion, and absorption of food. Malnutrition in lung cancer
may take a relatively longer period to become noticeable
although the implications are no less significant. Assessing
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nutritional status and the presence and severity of cancer
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cachexia requires a multi-modal approach which should include
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body composition, functional measures and biochemical results
and not just weight in isolation.
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INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer, also known as carcinoma of the lung or pulmonary carcinoma, is a malignant lung
tumor characterized by uncontrolled cell growth in tissues of the lung. If left untreated, this
growth can spread beyond the lung by process of metastasis into nearby tissue or other parts of
the body. Most cancers that start in the lung, known as primary lung cancers, are carcinomas that
derive from epithelial cells.

Survival rates from lung cancer are poor with a five years survival rate of less than 10% for both
men and women. Approximately only 30% of patients are alive at one year post-diagnosis. Rates
of weight loss and cachexia are high in lung cancer patients resulting from the disease and its
treatments; however the role of a specialist dietitian is much less established in thoracic oncology
when compared to head and neck and upper gastrointestinal (GI) oncology. These cancers are
likely to produce an immediate and noticeable effect on nutrition due to the role of the GI tract in
ingestion, digestion, and absorption of food. Malnutrition in lung cancer may take a relatively
longer period to become noticeable although the implications are not less significant.
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Lung cancer types

Treatment
NICE guidelines provide recommendations on the treatment of lung cancer. Choice of treatment
is dependent on histology and stage of disease as well as factors such as performance status and
co-morbidities. More recently, molecular genetics analysis may also influence the choice of
treatment.
Lung cancer – the nutritional implications
Surgery with curative intent is the preferred treatment for early stage NSCLC and SCLC.
Radiotherapy with curative intent is indicated in early stage NSCLC and SCLC when surgery is
not suitable. Concurrent chemotherapy is often used which has demonstrated an improved
outcome. Palliative chemotherapy is indicated in patients with advanced lung cancers to improve
survival, disease control and quality of life. Newer targeted cancer drugs such as Erlotinib
(Tarceva®) and Gefitinib (Iressa®) that interfere with specific molecular targets on cancer cells
are used for treatment of some types NSCLC.
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Nutritional implications
Weight loss is common in lung cancer and is often present at diagnosis. 40- 60% of lung cancer
patients experience unintentional weight loss. Weight loss and depleted nutritional status have
been identified as negative prognostic variables for survival and have a direct impact on the
effectiveness of cancer treatments. Poor nutritional status is also linked to a reduced quality of
life. Cancer cachexia is multi-factorial syndrome characterized by an ongoing loss of skeletal
muscle mass (with or without loss of fat mass) that cannot be fully reversed by conventional
nutritional support and leads to progressive functional impairment. It occurs in approximately
50% of cancer patients and 80% of those in the terminal phase and is most common in solid
tumour cancers, in particular in those of the lung. Assessing nutritional status and the presence
and severity of cancer cachexia requires a multi-modal approach which should include body
composition, functional measures and biochemical results and not just weight in isolation.
Dysphagia is known to impact nutritional status and there are multiple causes including
compression of the oesophagus or pharynx from the tumour or affected nodes. Dysphagia is also
a common side effect of radical radiotherapy due to oesophagitis. Long-term side effects of
radiotherapy although rare, include oesophageal strictures which can significantly impact
nutritional intake. It is well established that pre-operative nutritional status has an impact on
postoperative recovery and morbidity with a poor nutritional status resulting in more frequent
post-operative complications and slower wound healing. It is important to ensure adequate
nutritional screening and assessment pre-operatively and postoperatively and initiation of
nutritional support in those identified at risk of malnutrition.
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Chemotherapy side effects are well known and those that impact on nutritional status include
anorexia, nausea, vomiting, early satiety and mucositis. Nutritional deterioration during
chemotherapy if not managed may lead to treatment interruptions and delays. Oesophagitis is a
common side effect of thoracic radiation especially when given with concurrent chemotherapy. It
develops during radiotherapy treatment and can continue to worsen up to two weeks after
treatment with full recovery taking up to four to eight weeks post treatment. The resultant
swallowing difficulties can compromise nutritional intake and nutritional status.
Nutritional interventions
Dietetic input to patients with lung cancer is aimed at improving nutritional status by addressing
symptoms such as poor appetite and modifying nutritional intake with nutritional support
techniques. These nutritional interventions can play a role in improving clinical outcome as well
as quality of life. In a population where palliative management is common, dietetic input may be
more focused on optimizing quality of life and symptom control than it will be on improving
nutritional status. Guidelines already exist for the provision of nutritional support including those
that specifically apply to cancer patients. For the majority of lung cancer patients, oral nutritional
support including dietary counseling and the use of oral nutritional supplements is the preferred
route of management. There is evidence that demonstrates a positive impact of nutritional
support interventions in cancer patients. Dysphagia - either in the short or long term - is
relatively common in this group and where oral intake is inadequate as a result of this, enteral
feeding may be indicated. At our centre, we have initiated enteral feeding with ten lung cancer
patients in the last 18 months. In particular EN to support patients through radical radiotherapy
may be essential where severe oesophagitis occurs; previous studies demonstrate that up to 12%
of these patients may require EN.
Fish oils have been shown to have anti-inflammatory properties by downregulating proinflammatory cytokines and have been shown to reduce muscle breakdown and potentially
improve outcomes. However, evidence remains inconclusive. Research continues in this area and
patients in recent randomized trials have shown positive effects of fish oils on energy, protein
intakes, body composition, fatigue and inflammatory markers
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CONCLUSION
Lung cancer is a disease with poor prognosis and high-symptom burden that can impact
negatively on nutritional status and quality of life. Considering the prevalence of weight loss and
cachexia in this group as well as treatment related nutritional toxicities we recommend that there
is a dedicated dietetic service for lung cancer patients. Due to high rates of oesophagitis in
patients having concurrent chemo-radiation treatment and the extent of weight loss that has been
reported in this group, we recommend that all of these patients are seen by a dietitian during their
treatment. The dietitian is most effective when working closely with the multidisciplinary team
to ensure patient needs and concerns are appropriately prioritized and managed effectively.
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